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The original thought when planning my thesis was to do a children's
animation on a computer. I was not certainwhich computer system I would
use and I was interested in doing more than telling a story I had wanted to
do something more innovative or exciting and perhaps even push the limits
of computer graphics.











easier to do. Nonetheless at the time that I wasworking neither of these two
applications were available to me. The full-screen and full-color effects that I
achieved were more than what was expected of these applications and so it
has been a success.
This project has been a catalyst for others that I am beginning to imagine.
Related projects may have an important impact
on alternative methods of
learning. Animation is a good medium not only for entertainment, but for
education aswell. Interactivity is in its beginning stages, butmany people are
already using it for
research and education. The Perseus Project is an
interactive curriculum on classical Greek civilization created at Harvard. It
allows students to browse through information in the free-flowing way the
researcher
does.6
JosefAlbers'. Interaction of Color has been made into
courseware. It takes
Albers coursework and presents it on a Macintosh II
computer with an
AppleCDSC CD-ROM driveand SonyModel 1 500 videodisc player. 'This new
couseware is a milestone in the teaching of
art."7
I have seen only a few interactive projects done on a computer with young
children in mind. One of these is Amanda Goodenough's original tale Inigo
Gets Out8 This is a black and white HyperCard stack. A child can follow the
adventures ofa little cat on three paths. I think that seeing that projectwas the
thing that changed my direction from simply making an animated piece to
















APPENDIX ONE: Letter to Jerry Burns
APPENDIX TWO: The Script
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For Brett
INTRODUCTION
Although I will try to explain my thesis as a progression, in truth many things
were happening simultaneously. It actually seems as though I was bouncing
backand forth between soMng the technical problems and the creation of the
films. The projectwas large and each aspectmight have beenmore successful
if I had not had to split my concentration in this manner. On the other hand,
I have an interest in both types of endeavor and both parts were necessary to




I was helped in my search for a appropriate story by Barbara Billingsly of the
Rochester Public Library, Rundell branch. I wanted to find a picture book that
would retain its meaning when viewed as small films in an arbitrary order. I
was particularly interested in thework ofMaurice Sendak, Ruth Krauss, Rene
d'Harnoncourt, Dorothy Kunhardt and Edward Gorey. In doing research I
found that some of these authors and artists had collaborated on some books.
The librarian introduced me to a bookwritten by Ruth Krauss and illustrated by
Crockett Johnson entitled. The Carrot
Seed'
I was not familiarwth Crockett
Johnson'swork before that time, but have since becomewell acquaintedwith
his work.
Johnson illustrated his own stories as well. His prime character being Harold
of Harold and the Purple Crayon10, Harold at the North Pole", Harold's
Trip to the Sky12, Harold's ABC13. A Picture for Harold's
Room'4
and
Harold's Circus15. I fell in love with the character and the books. "Johnson's
work is so cerebral that one can easily overlook its extraordinary simplicity and
clarity."16
These books seemed to be good examples of the kind that I had been
lookingfor. I thought that I might pick three from the series to animate. Harold
drew his own adventures. They flowed from one page to the next
(ILLUSTRATION, Figure 1 ). This style seemed to point directly toward animation
as anothermeans of realization . I do not haveany recollection of reading these
stories as a child, but I can imagine that sincewas awfully fond ofdrawing on
walls (there was one in my sister's and my room thatwewere allowed to do
so on...) it might have been a tale that I would have enjoyed.
A short time after I decided to use Harold as a basis for mywork I found out
that a company in Connecticut has been adapting some very popular
children's stories to animation, (via videotape), and Harold and the Purple
Crayon is one that they have done. On a trip toMassachusetts this pastwinter
I was able to see their version . Itwas verywell done. I did notwant to repeat
their efforts or do too much traditional character animation. That was what
prompted me to have the crayon become the central figure rather than
Harold. Haroldwas a rather simple line drawing and thiswould allowme to
include him without spending too much time on this aspect of the work
I did some loose storyboards of five ofCrockett Johnson's stories. I did rough
sketches (ILLUSTRATION, Figure 2) for Harold at the circus. One segment of
the film Opening was storyboarded in miniature (ILLUSTRATION, Figures 3
and 4).
The Software
I had first heard of HyperCard soon after my arrival at RIT. On November
eleventh 1 988, 1 hadwritten a note tomyself that I ought to try "instead ofjust
[a]VideoWorks II animation, aHyperCard driven children's
tory/animation"
Coincidentally, ataboutthesame time that I had begunworking onmy thesis,
Jim Ver Hague was planning on spending five weeks introducing us to
HyperCard in one of the computer graphics courses. The second fiveweek
session was to be devoted toVideoWorks II. I was already familiarwith that
program throughwork that I had begun manymonths before at Instructional
Media Services (IMS) of Rochester Institute ofTechnology (RIT). I was in fact,
requested to teach the application VideoWorks II to the class.
I had heard that a new product called SuperCard might be available and that
it had the full-screen and full-color aspects that I had been looking forand that
HyperCard lacked. I wrote to the manufacturer, Jerry Burns of Silicon Beach
Software, (APPENDIX ONE), applying to become a Beta test sight but I did
not succeed.
Jim Gray, of theAmerican Video Institute, lentme a copy of theVideoWorks
Driver (VW Driver). This driver is an external command that is necessary to
link HyperCard and VideoWorks II together. I began learning how to use
that application.
I thought that Iwould probably need to learn something of the programming
language HyperTalk to achieve the goals of my thesis. I learned that Steve
Kurtz professor in theCollege ofComputer Sciencewould be teaching a class
in HyperTalk and I asked to sit in. He kindly allowed me to do so
The Illustrations
I was already familiarwith the paint and drawprograms thatwould be needed
to do most of the illustration work. New software did become available as I
was working, but to keep on schedule I did not allow myself the luxury of
experimenting with them.
The drawings thatmake up the filmswere done in a variety ofways. The first
ones that I did which remained in the the final piece were six of the buttons
I received very positive responses on these (ILLUSTRATION. Figure 5)
The circus tent backgrounds thatwere in many of the films all came from one
black and white photograph that I found in a People magazine article
(ILLUSTRATION, Figure 6). Itwas scanned into the computer like many other
imageswith a flatbed scanner and
Maclmage1 7
software. I then took it into
the application
ImageStudio18
and scaled it up twenty percent at a time and
colored it in PixelPaint".
The trotting horsewas taken from Eadweard Muybridge's 1 882 photographs
of a horse in
motion20
(ILLUSTRATION, Figure 7). I chose the necessary
positions of the horse, enlarged, scanned and painted them (ILLUSTRATION,
Figure 8).
The crayon was usually created with Swivel
3D21
software. Giving it a
three-
dimensional quality allowed it to stand out from the rest of the castmembers
aswell as from the scene that itwould appear in (ILLUSTRATION, Figure9). This
software makes creating images thatwill be applied to
an animation program
quite easy. There is a function called "tween". One can specify a starting
position and an ending position in three-dimensional space and then specify
the number of steps to be illustrated from the first to that last. Another option
allows each of thesesteps to be automatically pasted into the scrapbook. From
the scrapbook 1 pasted each different position into the cast window of
VideoWorks
Harold (ILLUSTRATION, Figure 1 0) was scanned in and then made to walk
with the interpolation function inAdobe Illustrator 8822. His facial expressions
are like a variety of masks that was I able to take on and off.
The Films
The story is made up of ten films. The first of these films is Opening which is
actually a group of instructions (ILLUSTRATION, Figure I 1). Harold and
Tightrope are next and they are the first films one sees after the first button
(with Harold on it) is clicked upon. The 'heart of the story films are available
next. This includes Elephant, Horse, Clown, Seal, andTiger. EndingAand
Ending B are obviously the last films
Opening is a very simple film. It is made up of still images with transitions
between frames ofchanged information. In this case thescripting ofeach card
specifies that only a few frames play at a time. Each of these sections could
have been seperatefilms rather than grouped together in this fashion. I found
this to be easier in terms of having fewer files to manage.
The nextfilmsHarold (ILLUSTRATION, Figure 10) andTightrope (ILLUSTRATION,
Figure 9) play consecutively. The scripts for these two films are on the same
card (APPENDIX TWO, Figure 1 ) . At one point I merged the two but I found
that their combination made the file too large for the VW Driver to load, so
I returned them to their original state.
The rest of the films excluding Ending A and Ending B were created in the
same manner as they seem to appear (ILLUSTRATION, Figures 12, 13, 14, 15
and 16). In truth they contain some additional frames both in the beginning
and at the end. These frames are necessary for an important visual effect. The
effect is that of a change in the look of a button after it has been chosen. The
ink style of an illustration (cast member) in VideoWorks can be one ofmany.
I have used the transparent ink to change the look of a button to give the
viewer a visual response to the mouse click.
These five films are each rather different in length and size. The size and
complexity of artwork within a film has a great impact on how quickly the
computer can access it and also the tempoatwhich it can be played . Basically,
the smaller and simpler a cast member themore control one has over it. The
galloping horse in thefilmHorse, is a good example ofa small castmember(s) .
It can be played at a variety of tempos, whereas a cast member such as the
Tiger reaches its threshold of speed much sooner.
The Last films. EndingA and Ending B, were also originally one film. In that
format it was too large to be loaded and therefore was cut in half. This film
began as an inverted version of the film. Opening. In it the crayon seems to
erasewhat it hadwritten earlier. Itwas fun changing an existing file in thisway.
The Linking
The films are linked together in amanner so that nomatterwhat route is taken
each filmwill be seen . The fact that theClown film only follows theHorse film
lessened the possible number of routes to eight (APPENDIX THREE). I drew
many charts of linkage before I finally came up with an accurate one.
As I mentioned previously, the extra frames that join one film to the next
complicated thematter of linkage. Thereweretwomain considerations. One
came from the look of the buttons changing after having been chosen. The
other camefromthefactthatwhatfilmshavealreadybeen seen denoteswhat
films areyet to be seen For example, when theTiger film is reached, onemay
havejust seen Seal, Clown or Elephant. The first frame ofTiger is therefore
the last frame of Seal. The second frame ofTiger is the last frame of Clown
and the third frame is the last ofElephant. These all have the changed ink style
on the tiger button (ILLUSTRATION, Figure 1 7)
Asimilar situation is true at the end of teach of these five films . The route taken
so far determineswhich buttons and films are available at the end ofeach film
After one has seen thefilmTiger, the films Horse , Seal and Elephant areyet
to be seen.
The conceptualization of the linking of the filmswas an interesting puzzle. The
Clown film always following the horse film narrowed the possibilities of paths
from sixteen to eight. When I created the horse film I did not build the clown
button's appearance into the fabric of the Horse film with this idea in mind.
It was a lucky coincidence.
The Scripting
The scripts of the stack were in constant transition during the entire process.
The final scripts seem rather simple and straight forward The changes were
subtle but necessary.
In terms ofscripting the linkage, I spent twodaysmaking charts and lists ofdata
that I thoughtmight leadme to an understanding ofhow to actuallyassemble
all of the films that I had. Luckily, these lists did what I had hoped that they
would.
The stack is basicallymade up of thirty-five cards (APPENDIX TWO) . The stack
script initially puts theHyperCard window (the card)just below the screen of
the monitor. This action makes certain that the HyperCard card is not visible
in the short period of time between films The screen coordinates that I used
to specify buttonswere based on the location of the origin point of the card
The stack script also hides the menu bar from view.
At this same stack level a command of "go to card
Destination"
occurs on idle
(APPENDIX TWO, Figure 2). This mean that when a specific card script is
invoked, one of the messages sent is asking for another card to be opened.
Initially, all of these messages occurred simply on the card level. One card
opened the next and the next. As the stack grew larger (I had added the
instructions) there was a problem with recursion Eric Crosset a friend/
computer scientist, realized that Iwas actually going on to a new cardwithout
allowing the previous card to close. The
solutionwas to send themessage up
the hierarchy so that the card could first close and then find outwhat card to
open next. Each card puts the name of the card that it linkswith into a container
called Destination and Destination is not reached until the card is closed.
PART TWO
TheAccelerated Version
TheAcceleratedversion containsmore films because itwas not possible forme
to use the command, vwrange, to specify those particular frames which fell
in the beginning and at the end of the non-accelerated version. In this case
I had to create two films for each film that was to be accelerated. The heart
of each movie was separated out and accelerated while the linking frames at
the beginning and at the end were left unaccelerated as a result they could
still be accessed one at a time with the vwrange command.
This version ofmy thesis (when it runs), is undoubtedly the better of the two
styles. I rotated through the films that I thought needed to be sped up. I was
quite satisfiedwith my last attempt, which has two accelerated films in it (Tiger
and Tightrope), however the inconsistencies that seem to occur while
running it make it rather untrustworthy. On Friday, April twenty-eighth, (the
day before the opening of the Thesis Show) this version ran seven times in a
rowwith different paths chosen. Thiswas accomplished by two children, four
and five years old. Later that same day it crashed, when used by a friend on
one of the same paths the first time through.
As it stands now, I have basically shelved the accelerated version. I have not
been able to back up some of the accelerated films. The non-accelerated
version fills up approximately ten 800K disks. The accelerated files are quite
a bit larger than the others and therefore, they need more memory to run. I
imagine thatthis projectmight playquiteabitdifferently on an eightmegabyte
Macintosh computer.
Final Words
To explain the feeling that I had during some of the work I will use this
example. After some early experimentation wth HyperTalk, I went on to
design the lookof the button . After that I needed films toworkwith so I created
some thatwere simply twenty second long still views of each button. I then
worked on linking these films together and they seemed to serve their
purpose. I know now though that the fact that these fileswere so small and
simple prevented me from early detection of the size problem. This is one of
themany events that seem to have happened mthisway. Perhapswith a little
less fear and a littlemore thought, this type of pitfall could have been avoided .
I referred earlier to the two children (Christy Breen and Dale Wenzel) who
happened to be in the laboratory and try out my thesis. Itwas the day before
the opening and itwas unplanned . Itwas themost rewarding experience that
I have had with this project. The children certainly enjoyed the interactive
aspect. Itwas a slight challenge for them to get the cursor on the button and
so there was some involvement for them even when there was only one
button to choose. Afterawhilethattoobecameeasyforthem. They listened
for the sounds of the animals. They laughed and giggled at the films. They
even argued over who would have control of the mouse.
After a buttonwas chosen, however, they did become a bit impatientwaiting
for a film to begin. Thefilms are rather long and some takeawhile to be loaded
into the computer's memory. Of course, at this point it is very easy for me to
see the kinds of things that I might have done differently (hindsight and all
that) . Although I hadwanted the view point
of the audience to change from
one film to the next, keeping the castmembers tinywould perhaps have been
a smarter way to go. I would have
had more flexibility in the speed that the
films could have been played at. Smaller illustrations would also have made
the files smaller and allowed them to be loaded into the memory of the
computermore quickly. There certainlywere tradeoffs to bemade, and I did
not initially have a clear understanding as to how these size aspects would
impact the final piece. I am looking forward to seeing how it plays on a more
powerful Macintosh,
If I do another interactive story, I will work directlywith a writer who has an
understanding of, and is stimulated by, this way of portraying a tale. The
potential foran entertaining and ameaningful transferof information through
this medium is unlimited. Itwas in fact a very good vehicle of expression and
learning forme. This project has been a remarkably appropriate ending tomy











He stayed up on the rope with rhe greatest
of ease, unril he lust liis balance.
G
It also is easy to fall ofT a tightrope.
G
Harold fell, t isting and turning, with
his purple era ton tight in his hand.
G
By a stroke of luck, a tunil'ort jbli Innkinr




Quite a trick, he thought, as he rewarded
And he landed on an elephant s trunk. the elephant
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elcome to an interactive.
animated children's story !
The following directions
will allow you to teach a































































Letter to Jerry Burns
Rochester Institute of Technology
One Lomtj r/err.j ? _ . .
Posi Office Bo* 9687




9770 Carroll Center Road, Suite J
San Diego, CaJiiomia 921 26
January 10, 1989
Dear Mr Bums,
The thesis project lor my Master oi Fine Arts degree In C-ompuiei Craphjcs Design will be an interactive
Animated Children's Story produced on the Macintosh II computer The project will be made up of
HyperCard (or preferably SuperCard; stacks that access Viaeoworks files A user will open a stack and t/a\ e
through animations done in both VideoWorks and SuperCard Ai various points the user will be given
choices of what they would like to see happen In this way they will be cortstrucung their own versions of
the story
The use ot lull screen, full color SuperCards will alleviate the problem oi the transitions 'mm small, black anc
white HyperCards to full screen, lull color VideoWorks documents
Here at Instructional Media Services (IMS; at RIT we are producing a series of 54 Calculus Programs using
Macintosh II computers for all of the graphics This project has given us the opportunity to be a Beta Test
She for Mass Micro's Colorspace II NTSC Video Board
We employ a full Appletalk network of ten Macintosh computers with peripheral devices as follows Mass
Micro's 8 bit color digitizing system, Datacopy 830 Flatbed Scanner. Mass Micro's NTSC Video Output Card
MacViston digitizer. CD-ROM player. LaserWriter and Modem.
Enclosed you will find a VHS copy of one ol the programs from the Calculus senes The graphics were
produced using MathWrrter1"", Pixel Pamt. and Videoworks
IP"
The output ot the Mac II that you see m
the tape was led from the Colorspace il board directly into the productcn switcher, so that the graphics were
not added in post production. They were put on the tape at the same lime as the studio segments
l hope that our system and projects are oi interesi to your company as I am extremely interested m your
product if you have any questions please feel free to contact the Associate Director, of IMS Mr Larry










Figure 2. go to card Destination
end idle
Script of card 1
on openCard
global Destination
set the cursor to none
playVW "opening", vwrange. 1,11, vwnoupdate, vwstage
set the cursor to
"Hnd.2"
put false into buttonClicked
repeat until buttonClicked is true
if the mouseClick is true then
put the clickLoc into holder
if item I of holder > 463 and item 2 of holder > - 1 05 ->
and item I of holder < 532 and item 2 of holder < -62 then
put true into buttonClicked
end if
else







Script of card 2
on openCard
global Destination
set the cursor to none
playVW "opening", vwrange. 12. 1 8. vwnoupdate, vwstage
set the cursor to
"Hnd.2"
put false into buttonClicked
repeat until buttonClicked is true
if the mouseClick is true then
put the clickLoc into holder
if item 1 of holder > 463 and item 2 of holder >
- 1 05 -
and item 1 of holder < 532 and item 2 of holder < -62 then










Script of card 3
on openCard
global Destination
set the cursor to none
playVW "opening", vwrange. 24. 45, vwnoupdate, vwstage
set the cursor to
"Hnd.2"
put false into buttonClicked
repeat until buttonClicked is true
if the mouseClick is true then
put the clickLoc into holder
if item 1 of holder > -64 and item 2 of holder > -496 -
and item 1 of holder < -1 4 and item 2 of holder < -435 then




if item I of holder > 6 1 and item 2 of holder > -327 -.
and item I of holder < 200 and item 2 of holder < - 1 87 then











Figur* i . Script of card 4
on openCard
global Destination
set the cursor to none
playVW "harold". vwrange, 1,1, vwnoupdate, vwstage
play
"oh"
playVW "harold", vwnoupdate, vwstage
playVW "tightrope", vwnoupdate, vwstage
set the cursor to
"Hnd.2"
put false into buttonClicked
repeat until buttonClicked is true
if the mouseClick is true then
put the clickLoc into holder
if item I of holder > -64 and item 2 of holder > -496 -
and item 1 of holder < - 1 4 and item 2 of holder < -435 then




if item I of holder > 80 and item 2 of holder > -26 1 -
and item I of holder < 200 and item 2 of holder < -1 41 then





if item 1 of holder > 290 and item 2 of holder > -26 1 -.
and item 1 of holder < 4 1 0 and item 2 of holder <
- 1 4 1 then












Script of card 5
on openCard
global Destination
set the cursor to none
playVW "elephant", vwrange, 1,1, vwnoupdate, vwstage
play
"toot"
playVW "elephant", vwrange. 5. 141. vwnoupdate, vwstage
set the cursor to
"Hnd.2"
put false into buttonClicked
repeat until buttonClicked is true
if the mouseClick is true then
put the clickLoc into holder
if item 1 of holder > -64 and item 2 of holder > -496 ->
and item I of holder < - 1 4 and item 2 of holder < -435 then




if item I of holder > 80 and item 2 of holder > -26 1 -
and item I of holder < 200 and item 2 of holder < - 1 4 1 then





if item I of holder > 290 and item 2 of holder > -26 1 -
and item 1 of holder < 4 1 0 and item 2 of holder < - 1 4 1 then












Script of card 6
on openCard
global Destination
set the cursor to none
playVW "clown", vwrange, 1.1, vwnoupdate, vwstage
play
"laugh"
playVW "clown", vwrange. 2. 1 94, vwnoupdate, vwstage
playVW "clown", vwrange, 1 96, 1 96, vwnoupdate, vwstage
set the cursor to
"Hnd.2"
put false into buttonClicked
repeat until buttonClicked is true
if the mouseClick is true then
put the clickLoc into holder
if item 1 of holder > -64 and item 2 of holder > -496 -
and item I of holder < - 1 4 and item 2 of holder < -435 then




if item I of holder > 80 and item 2 of holder > -261 -.
and item I of holder < 200 and item 2 of holder < -1 4 1 then





if item I of holder > 290 and item 2 of holder > -26 1 -.
and item I of holder < 4 1 0 and item 2 of holder < - 1 4 1 then












Script of card 7
on openCard
global Destination
set the cursor to none
playVW "seal", vwrange. 4. 4. vwnoupdate, vwstage
play
"bark"
playVW "seal", vwrange. 6, 205, vwnoupdate. vwstage
playVW "seal", vwrange, 207, 207, vwnoupdate. vwstage
set the cursor to
"Hnd.2"
put false into buttonClicked
repeat until buttonClicked is true
if the mouseClick is true then
put the clickLoc into holder
if item I of holder > -64 and item 2 of holder > -496 ->
and item I of holder < - 1 4 and item 2 of holder < -435 then




if item I of holder > 1 84 and item 2 of holder > -26 1 -
and item I of holder < 304 and item 2 of holder < -1 4 1 then











Script of card 8
on openCard
global Destination
set the cursor to none
playVW "tiger, vwrange. 2, 2, vwnoupdate, vwstage
play
"growl"
playVW "tiger, vwrange, 8. 47. vwnoupdate, vwstage
playVW "tiger, vwrange, 50. 50. vwnoupdate. vwstage
set the cursor to
"Hnd.2"
put false into buttonClicked
repeat until buttonClicked is true
if the mouseClick is true then
put the clickLoc into holder
if item 1 of holder > -64 and item 2 of holder > -496 -
and item 1 of holder < -14 and item 2 of holder < ^35 then




if item 1 of holder > 1 84 and item 2 of holder > -26 1 -.
and item I of holder < 304 and item 2 of holder < - 1 4 1 then











Script of card 9
on openCard
global Destination
set the cursor to none
playVW "tiger, vwrange, I. I,vwnoupdate, vwstage
play
"growl"
playVW "tiger", vwrange, 8, 48, vwnoupdate, vwstage
set the cursor to
"Hnd.2"
put false into buttonClicked
repeat until buttonClicked is true
if the mouseClick is true then
put the clickLoc into holder
if item I of holder > -64 and item 2 of holder > -496 -.
and item 1 of holder < - 1 4 and item 2 of holder < -435 then




if item I of holder > 1 84 and item 2 of holder > -26 1 ->
and item I of holder < 304 and item 2 of holder < -1 4 1 then











Script of card 1 0
on openCard
global Destination
set the cursor to none
playVW "seal", vwrange, 1 . 1 .vwnoupdate, vwstage
play
"bark"
playVW "seal", vwrange. 6. 206,vwnoupdate, vwstage
set the cursor to
"Hnd.2"
put false into buttonClicked
repeat until buttonClicked is true
if the mouseClick is true then
put the clickLoc into holder
if item I of holder > -64 and item 2 of holder > -496 -
and item 1 of holder < - 1 4 and item 2 of holder < -435 then




if item I of holder > 80 and item 2 of holder > -26 1 -
and item 1 of holder < 200 and item 2 of holder < - 1 4 1 then





if item I of holder > 290 and item 2 of holder > -26 1 -i
and item I of holder < 4 1 0 and item 2 of holder < - 1 4 1 then












Script of card 1 1
on openCard
global Destination
set the cursor to none
playVW "horse", vwrange, 1,1. vwnoupdate. vwstage
play
"neigh"
playVW "horse", vwrange, 5, 330. vwnoupdate. vwstage
set the cursor to
"Hnd.2"
put false into buttonClicked
repeat until buttonClicked is true
if the mouseClick is true then
put the clickLoc into holder
if item I of holder > -64 and item 2 of
holder > -496 -
and item I of holder <
- 1 4 and item 2 of holder < ^35 then




if item 1 of holder > 1 84 and item 2 of
holder > -26 1 -
and item I of holder < 304 and item
2 of holder <
- 1 4 1 then











Script of card 1 2
on openCard
global Destination
set the cursor to none
playVW "clown", vwrange. 1,1. vwnoupdate. vwstage
play
"laugh"
playVW "down", vwrange, 2. 1 94. vwnoupdate, vwstage
playVW "clown",vwrange, 1 95, 1 95, vwnoupdate, vwstage
set the cursor to
"Hnd.2"
put false into buttonClicked
repeat until buttonClicked is true
if the mouseClick is true then
put the clickLoc into holder
if item 1 of holder > -64 and item 2 of holder > -496 -
and item I of holder < - 1 4 and item 2 of holder < -435 then




if item I of holder > 80 and item 2 of holder > -26 1 -
and item I of holder < 200 and item 2 of holder < - 1 4 1 then





if item 1 of holder > 290 and item 2 of holder > -26 1 -
and item 1 of holder < 4 1 0 and item 2 of holder < - 1 4 1 then












Script of card 1 3
on openCard
global Destination
set the cursor to none
playVW "elephant", vwrange. 2. 2, vwnoupdate, vwstage
play
"toot"
playVW "elephant", vwrange. 5, 140, vwnoupdate. vwstage
playVW "elephant", vwrange, 142, 142, vwnoupdate.
vwstage
set the cursor to
"Hnd.2"
put false into buttonClicked
repeat until buttonClicked is true
if the mouseClick is true then
put the clickLoc into holder
if item 1 of holder > -64 and item 2 of holder > 496 -
and item I of holder < - 1 4 and item 2 of holder < -435 then




if item 1 of holder > 80 and item 2 of holder > -26 1 -.
and item 1 of holder < 200 and item 2 of holder < -1 4 1 then





if item I of holder > 290 and item 2 of holder > -26 1 -
and item I of holder < 4 1 0 and item 2 of holder < - 1 4 1 then












Script of card 1 4
on openCard
global Destination
set the cursor to none
playVW "seal", vwrange, 2. 2, vwnoupdate, vwstage
play
"bark"
playVW "seal", vwrange. 6, 205, vwnoupdate. vwstage
playVW "seal", vwrange, 209, 2 1 0. vwnoupdate, vwstage
set the cursor to
"Hnd.2"
put false into buttonClicked
repeat until buttonClicked is true
if the mouseClick is true then
put the clickLoc into holder
if item I of holder > -64 and item 2 of holder > 496 -.
and item I of holder < - 1 4 and item 2 of holder < 435 then




if item I of holder > 80 and item 2 of holder > -261 ^
and item I of holder < 200 and item 2 of holder < - 1 4 1 then





if item I of holder > 290 and item 2 of holder > -26 1 -
and item I of holder < 4 1 0 and item 2 of holder < - 1 4 1 then












Script of card 1 5
on openCard
global Destination
set the cursor to none
playVW "tiger", vwrange. 5, 5, vwnoupdate. vwstage
play
"growl"
playVW "tiger, vwrange. 8, 47. vwnoupdate, vwstage
playVW "tiger, vwrange. 49, 49. vwnoupdate. vwstage
set the cursor to
"Hnd.2"
put false into buttonClicked
repeat until buttonClicked is true
if the mouseClick is true then
put the clickLoc into holder
if item I of holder > -64 and item 2 of holder > 496 -.
and item 1 of holder < - 1 4 and item 2 of holder < 435 then




if item I of holder > 1 84 and item 2 of holder > -26 1 -.
and item I of holder < 304 and item 2 of holder < -141 then











Script of card 1 6
on openCard
global Destination
set the cursor to none
playVW "seal", vwrange. 5. 5, vwnoupdate. vwstage
play
"bark"
playVW "seal", vwrange, 6, 205. vwnoupdate. vwstage
playW/ "seal", vwrange. 208, 208, vwnoupdate, vwstage
set the cursor to
"Hnd.2"
put false into buttonClicked
repeat until buttonClicked is true
if the mouseClick is true then
put the clickLoc into holder
if item 1 of holder > -64 and item 2 of holder > 496 -
and item 1 of holder < - 1 4 and item 2 of holder < 435 then




if item I of holder > 1 84 and item 2 of holder > -26 1
->
and item I of holder < 304 and item 2 of holder <
- 1 4 1 then











Script of card 1 7
on openCard
global Destination
set the cursor to none
playVW "horse", vwrange, 3. 3, vwnoupdate vwstaqe
play
"neigh"
playVW "horse", vwrange. 5, 330. vwnoupdate vwstage
set the cursor to
"Hnd.2"
put false into buttonClicked
repeat until buttonClicked is true
if the mouseClick is true then
put the clickLoc into holder
if item I of holder > -64 and item 2 of holder > 496 -
and item I of holder < - 1 4 and item 2 of holder < 435 then




if item I of holder > 1 84 and item 2 of holder > -26 1 -.
and item I of holder <304 and item 2 of holder < -1 4 1 then











Script of card 1 8
on openCard
global Destination
set the cursor to none
playW/ "horse", vwrange, 4, 4, vwnoupdate, vwstage
play
"neigh"
playVW "horse", vwrange, 5, 330. vwnoupdate. vwstage
set the cursor to
"Hnd.2"
put false into buttonClicked
repeat until buttonClicked is true
if the mouseClick is true then
put the clickLoc into holder
if item 1 of holder > -64 and item 2 of holder > 496 -
and item I of holder < - 1 4 and item 2 of holder < 435 then




if item I of holder > 184 and item 2 of holder > -26 1 ->
and item I of holder < 304 and item 2 of holder <-l 41 then











Script of card 19
on openCard
global Destination
set the cursor to none
playVW "clown", vwrange, 1.1, vwnoupdate. vwstage
play
"laugh"
playVW "clown", vwrange, 2, 1 94, vwnoupdate, vwstage
playVW "clown", vwrange. 197, 1 97, vwnoupdate. vwstage
set the cursor to
"Hnd.2"
put false into buttonClicked
repeat until buttonClicked is true
if the mouseClick is true then
put the clickLoc into holder
if item I of holder > -64 and item 2 of holder > 496 -.




if item I of holder > 1 84 and item 2 of holder > -26 1 -.
and item 1 of holder < 304 and item 2 of holder < -1 4 1 then











Script of card 20
on openCard
global Destination
set the cursor to none
playVW "seal", vwrange. 3, 3, vwnoupdate, vwstage
play
"bark"
playVW "seal", vwrange, 6. 205. vwnoupdate. vwstage
playVW "seal", vwrange. 207. 207, vwnoupdate, vwstage
set the cursor to
"Hnd.2"
put false into buttonClicked
repeat until buttonClicked is true
if the mouseClick is true then
put the clickLoc into holder
if item I of holder > -64 and item 2 of holder > 496 -
and item I of holder < - 1 4 and item 2 of holder < 435 then




if item 1 of holder > 184 and item 2 of holder > -26 1 -
and item I of holder < 304 and item 2 of holder < -1 4 1 then











Script of card 2 1
on openCard
global Destination
set the cursor to none
playVW "tiger", vwrange, 3,3, vwnoupdate. vwstage
play
"growl"
playNAV "tiger", vwrange, 8, 47, vwnoupdate. vwstage
playVW "tiger", vwrange, 50. 50, vwnoupdate, vwstage
set the cursor to
"Hnd.2"
put false into buttonClicked
repeat until buttonClicked is true
if the mouseClick is true then
put the clickLoc into holder
if item 1 of holder > -64 and item 2 of holder > 496 ->
and item I of holder < - 1 4 and item 2 of holder < 435 then




if item 1 of holder > 1 84 and item 2 of holder > -26 1 -
and item I of holder < 304 and item 2 of holder < -1 4 1 then











Script of card 22
on openCard
global Destination
set the cursor to none
playVW "elephant', vwrange. 3, 3, vwnoupdate, vwstage
play
"toot"
playVW "elephant', vwrange. 5. 1 40. vwnoupdate. vwstage
playVW "elephant', vwrange, 143, 1 43. vwnoupdate. vwstage
set the cursor to
"Hnd.2"
put false into buttonClicked
repeat until buttonClicked is true
if the mouseClick is true then
put the clickLoc into holder
if item 1 of holder > -64 and item 2 of
holder > 496 ->
and item I of holder <
- 1 4 and item 2 of holder < 435 then




if item I of holder > 1 84 and item 2 of
holder > -26 1 -
and item 1 of holder < 304 and item 2 of holder < -1 41 then











Script of card 23
on openCard
global Destination
set the cursor to none
playVW "tiger, vwrange, 3, 3, vwnoupdate, vwstage
play
"growl"
playVW "tiger", vwrange, 8. 47, vwnoupdate, vwstage
playVW "tiger", vwrange. 50, 50, vwnoupdate, vwstage
set the cursor to
"Hnd.2"
put false into buttonClicked
repeat until buttonClicked is true
if the mouseClick is true then
put the clickLoc into holder
if item 1 of holder > -64 and item 2 of holder > 496 -.
and item I of holder < - 1 4 and item 2 of holder < 435 then




if item I of holder > 1 84 and item 2 of holder > -26 1 ->
and item 1 of holder < 304 and item 2 of holder < - 1 4 1 then











Script of card 24
on openCard
global Destination
set the cursor to none
playVW "tiger", vwrange, 4, 4, vwnoupdate. vwstage
play
"growl"
playVW "tiger", vwrange. 8. 47. vwnoupdate. vwstage
playVW "tiger", vwrange. 51, 52, vwnoupdate. vwstage
set the cursor to
"Hnd.2"
put false into buttonClicked
repeat until buttonClicked is true
if the mouseClick is true then
put the clickLoc into holder
if item I of holder > -64 and item 2 of holder > 496
-.
and item I of holder <
- 1 4 and item 2 of holder < 435 then




if item I of holder > 1 84 and item 2 of holder > -26 1 -
and item 1 of holder < 304 and item 2 of holder < - 1 4 1 then











Script of card 25
on openCard
global Destination
set the cursor to none
playVW "tiger", vwrange, 3. 3, vwnoupdate. vwstage
play
"growl"
playVW "tiger", vwrange. 8. 47. vwnoupdate. vwstage
playVW "tiger", vwrange. 50. 50, vwnoupdate, vwstage
set the cursor to
"Hnd.2"
put false into buttonClicked
repeat until buttonClicked is true
if the mouseClick is true then
put the clickLoc into holder
if item I of holder > -64 and item 2 of holder > 496 -
and item I of holder < -1 4 and item 2 of holder < 435 then




if item I of holder > 1 84 and item 2 of holder > -26 1 -
and item 1 of holder < 304 and item 2 of holder < - 1 4 1 then











Script of card 26
on openCard
global Destination
set the cursor to none
playVW "tiger", vwrange, 4. 4, vwnoupdate. vwstage
play
"growl"
playVW "tiger", vwrange, 8, 47, vwnoupdate, vwstage
playVW "tiger", vwrange. 5 1 , 52, vwnoupdate, vwstage
set the cursor to
"Hnd.2"
put false into buttonClicked
repeat until buttonClicked is true
if the mouseClick is true then
put the clickLoc into holder
if item 1 of holder > -64 and item 2 of holder > 496 -.
and item 1 of holder < - 1 4 and item 2 of holder < 435 then




if item I of holder > 1 84 and item 2 of holder > -26 1 -.
and item 1 of holder < 304 and item 2 of holder < -1 41 then











Script of card 27
on openCard
global Destination
set the cursor to none
playVW "down", vwrange, 1,1. vwnoupdate, vwstage
play
"laugh"
playVW "down", vwrange. 2. 1 94, vwnoupdate, vwstage
playVW "down", vwrange. 1 98, 1 99, vwnoupdate, vwstage
set the cursor to
"Hnd.2"
put false into buttonClicked
repeat until buttonClicked is true
if the mouseClick is true then
put the dickLoc into holder
if item I of holder > -64 and item 2 of holder > 496 ->
and item 1 of holder < -1 4 and item 2 of holder < 435 then




if item I of holder > 1 84 and item 2 of holder > -26 1 ->
and item 1 of holder < 304 and item 2 of holder < -1 4 1 then











Script of card 28
on openCard
global Destination
set the cursor to none
playVW "tiger, vwrange, 6, 6. vwnoupdate. vwstage
play
"growl"
playVW "tiger", vwrange. 8. 47, vwnoupdate, vwstage
playVW "tiger", vwrange, 49, 49, vwnoupdate.
vwstage
set the cursor to
"Hnd.2"
put false into buttonClicked
repea until buttonClicked is true
if the mouseClick is true then
put the dickLoc into holder
if item I of holder > -64 and item 2 of holder > 496 -
and item 1 of holder < -1 4 and item 2 of holder < 435 then




if item I of holder > 1 84 and item 2 of holder > -26 1 -
and item 1 of holder < 304 and item 2 of holder < -1 4 1 then











Script of card 29
on openCard
global Destination
set the cursor to none
playVW "sear, vwrange, 5. 5. vwnoupdate, vwstage
play
"bark"
playVW "seal", vwrange, 6, 205, vwnoupdate, vwstage
playVW "seal", vwrange. 208. 208. vwnoupdate. vwstage
set the cursor to
"Hnd.2"
put false into buttonClicked
repeat until buttonClicked is true
if the mouseClick is true then
put the clickLoc into holder
if item I of holder > -64 and item 2 of holder > 496 ->
and item I of holder < - 1 4 and item 2 of holder < 435 then




if item 1 of holder > 1 84 and item 2 of holder > -26 1 ->
and item 1 of holder < 304 and item 2 of holder < -1 41 then











Script of card 30
on openCard
global Destination
set the cursor to none
playVW 'tiger, vwrange, 7, 7, vwnoupdate, vwstage
play
"growl"
playVW 'tiger, vwrange, 8, 47. vwnoupdate, vwstage
playVW "tiger, vwrange. 49. 49. vwnoupdate. vwstage
set the cursor to
"Hnd.2"
put false into buttonClicked
repeat until buttonClicked is true
if the mouseClick is true then
put the dickLoc into holder
if item I of holder > -64 and item 2 of holder > 496 -.
and item 1 of holder < - 1 4 and item 2 of holder < 435 then
put true into buttonClicked
put
"one"
into Destination doMenu "Quit
HyperCard"
else
if item I of holder > 184 and item 2 of holder > -26) -.
and item I of holder < 304 and item 2 of holder < - 1 4 1 then











Script of card 3 1
on openCard
global Destination
set the cursor to none
playVW "elephant", vwrange, 4. 4. vwnoupdate, vwstage
play
"toot"
playVW "elephant", vwrange, 5, 1 40, vwnoupdate. vwstage
playVW "elephant", vwrange. 144. 145, vwnoupdate. vwstage
set the cursor to
"Hnd.2"
put false into buttonClicked
repeat until buttonClicked is true
if the mouseClick is true then
put the dickLoc into holder
if item I of holder > -64 and item 2 of holder > 496 -
and item I of holder < - 1 4 and item 2 of holder < 435 then




if item I of holder > 1 84 and item 2 of holder > -26 1 -.
and item I of holder < 304 and item 2 of holder < - 1 4 1 then
put true into buttonClicked








Script of card 32
on openCard
global Destination
set the cursor to none
playVW "endingA". vwrange. 2. 2, vwnoupdate, vwstage
playVW "endingA". vwrange. 5. 265. vwnoupdate, vwstage
playVW "endingB", vwnoupdate, vwstage
set the cursor to
"Hnd.2"





Script of card 33
on openCard
global Destination
set the cursor to none
playVW "endingA". vwrange, 3. 3. vwnoupdate. vwstage
playVW "endingA". vwrange. 5, 265. vwnoupdate. vwstage
playVW "endingB". vwnoupdate. vwstage
set the cursor to
"Hnd.2"





Script of card 34
on openCard
global Destination
set the cursor to none
playVW "endingA", vwrange, 4. 4, vwnoupdate, vwstage
playVW "endingA", vwrange. 5, 265, vwnoupdate, vwstage
playVW "endingB", vwnoupdate. vwstage
set the cursor to
"Hnd.2"





Script of card 35
on openCard
global Destination
set the cursor to none
playVW "endingA". vwrange, 1.1. vwnoupdate. vwstage
playVW "endingA", vwrange, 5, 265. vwnoupdate, vwstage
playVW "endingB", vwnoupdate. vwstage
set the cursor to
"Hnd.2"
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END NOTES
1
VideoWorks Director, p version, MacroMind, Inc.,
San Francisco, CA
2
SuperCard, p version, Silicon Beach Software Inc.,
San Diego, 0\
3VideoWorks II. version 2.02, MacroMind. Inc..
San Francisco, CA.
4
HyperCard, version 1 .2, Apple Computer, Inc.,
Cupertino, CA.
5Video Works II HyperCard Driver, version 1 .2, MacroMind, Inc.,
San Francisco. CA.
6
Gregory Crane, "Extending the Boundaries
of Instruction and
Research,"
T.H.E. Journal (Technological Horizons in Education)
5 1-54 (special Issue 1988).
7 Andrew Phelan. 'The Alber's Project: AModel for
Multimedia
Courseware."
T.H.E. Journal (Technological Horizons in Education)
73-75 (special Issue 1988).
8Amanda Goodenough, AmandaStories, Inigo Gets Out,
Los Angeles, CA . 1 988. disk.
' Ruth Krauss, The Carrot Seed, (New York:
Harper and Row, 1 945).
10 Crockett Johnson, Harold and the Purple
Crayon
(New York: Harper and Row, Publishers. 1955).
" Crockett Johnson, Harold at the North Pole
(New York: Harper and Row, Publishers, 1956).
12 Crockett Johnson, Harold's Trip to the Sky
(New York: Harper and Row, Publishers, 1957).
13 Crockett Johnson, Harold's ABC
(New York: Harper and Row, Publishers, 1963).
14
Crockett Johnson, A Picture for Harold's Room
(New York: Harper and Row, Publishers, I960.
15
Crockett Johnson, Harold's Circus
(NewYork: Harper and Row, Publishers, 1959.
16
Barbara Bader, American Picture Books; From Noah's Ark to the
BeastWthin (New York: MacMillanCo.. Inc. 1976)
17
Maclmage, version 2.03, Datacopy Corporation,
Mountain View, CA.
18
ImageStudio. version 1 .5, Letraset, Paramus, NJ
19
PixelPaint, version 1.1, SuperMac Software,
Mountain View, CA.
2Stillman, J.D.B.. The Horse in Motion "As Shown by Instantaneous
Photography."
(Boston: James R. Osgood and Company, 1 882).
21
Swivel 3D, version 1 .0, Young Havill UPL, Inc.
22
Adobe Illustrator 88, version 1 .6, Adobe Systems, Inc.
Mountain View, CA.
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